
Abstract
With the development of technology image processing, video 
processing applications become popular in real-time applications. 
While processing these applications the original information 
may lost (or) damaged due to the different noise effects or some 
other effects. To restore the original information a mechanism 
is called Image in painting. The conventional methods were 
proposed to recover the original image based on regions to 
estimate illumination line direction from coarse to fine, and 
made use of information dissemination mechanism spreading 
information to need to be repaired regions. Some methods 
based on line detection, morphological operators were used to 
recover the original information, but these were more complex 
and difficult to get original image information. To overcome the 
above problems and to achieve better results (or) original image 
restoration with less damages a new  method is to be developed 
based on 8- neighborhood fast sweeping method and improves 
the algorithm in details.
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I . Introduction
Image inpainting is an important element in image restoration 
study. It makes use of the information not lost of the image to fill 
the lost or damaged part according to certain rules, so that after 
the inpainting, the images are close to mathematical point of view, 
it is to repair image in the regions of blank area in accordance 
with the information around them. Digital repair technology 
was introduced earliest by Bertalmio [1]. After that, it is widely 
used in image processing, visual analysis and film industries. 
At present, the image inpainting technology is a hotspot in 
computer vision and computer graphics, and has an important 
value in heritage preservation, film and television special effects 
production, removing redundant objects. This paper presents a 
novel algorithm for removing objects from digital photographs 
and replacing them with visually plausible backgrounds. Figure 
1 shows an example of this task, where the foreground person  is 
replaced by textures sampled from the remainder of the image. The 
algorithm effectively hallucinates new color values for the target 
region in a way that looks “reasonable” to the human eye.

 
             (a)                                 (b)
‘Fig.1: Removing large objects from images. (a) Original image. 
(b) The region corresponding to the foreground person (covering 
about 19% of the image) has been manually selected and then 
automatically removed.
Notice that the horizontal structures of the fountain have been 

synthesized in the occluded area together with the water, grass 
and rock textures. 

II. 8 Neighborhood algorithm for image inpainting
Establishment and maintaining of the symbol distance function 
to the level set method is very important. Since the initialization 
is establishment of the symbol distance function of the 
original closed curve be zero level set, and to express the level 
set process, and this property must be maintained in terms of the 
requirements, so after each update of the level set, the level set 
must be re-initialized for symbol distance function, which is an 
most important part of calculating. Tsai [5] do the research on 
the distance calculation method of nearest point, and then fast 
sweeping method was proposed. Confirmed with each grid point P 
in one of the same line (the normal contour C) on the contour, 
that is, Ps, the source of P based on C, the source point is the 
shortest distance from the grid to be inspected on C. At last the 
distance calculation from P to Ps can be achieved, that is distance 
function numerical value of P, so distance function can be quickly 
constructed. To describe the source mapping principle, first define 
the concept as follows:
Definition 1: Given P∈Ω and Γ ∈ Ω, compact, we define

Definition 2: (Sweeping directions in 2D) we define the following 
iterations going through the uniform grids

(x+, y+) sweeping: From left to right, from up to down;
(x-, y+) sweeping: From right to left, from up to down;
(x+, y-) sweeping: From left to right, from down to up;
(x-, y-) sweeping: From right to left, from down to up;
Tsai approach based on the prior knowledge that assume point 
E is the current study point, to calculate distance function u(E), 
its source E* is unknown. Assume P and Q is its 4-neighbors of 
the X and Y direction, the distance between these two points to 
Γ separately are known and are their smallest distance to Γ from 
all directions, dist (E, E* )>max(u(P), u(Q)). In fact, this is the 
upwind condition of fast marching method. Tsai’s approach is 
scanning each time maintain the above conditions, and calculate 
the intersection V and W that P and Q as the center and u (P) and 
u (Q) as radius of the circle for the round CP and CQ, while u (E)
Can be  approximately.
All four directions of the scan on the grid, distance function u (x, 
y) can be gotten. However, this method of calculation is still 
more complicated. By expanding the source domain of the scan, 
8-neighborhood fast sweeping method [6], just do four scans on 
all the grid point and do a simple operation can be completed 
the establishment of symbol distance function, the time complexity 
is just O(N).
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   Fig.2 :
As shown in Fig.2 C representative of closed curves, P is 
the needed point, I and J is the neighbor points in the axial 
direction x-and y+ of P, Q is the 2 - neighborhood points of P, 
Ms, Qs, Ps and Ns are the corresponding source points. On the 
assumption that the source points of all points on closed curve 
C is their own, and the remaining points on the grid have the 
same source points with one of its 8-neighborhood points (axial 
direction points and 2 -neighborhood points) , and on the same 
characteristics lines. By scanning a particular source, it can 
be realized rapid calculation of the distance function. Steps to 
achieve as the following: Initialization. Calculate accurate distance 
d from nearest grid points

of discrete points set Γ of closed curve C to Γ and the corresponding 
source Ps, and are saved to an array D from distance function d 
of the nearest point, source Ps are saved to mapping array S, 
and All the nearest points are marked Visited, other points¡ d 
= + ∞ , marked as Unvisited; Scanning grid Ω in four direction 
respectively 

Each scan, updated distance function dp and source points Ps 
of each grid point P (except for those marked as Visited), as 
follows:
1)Calculation the distance of P and the source Ps 
(j) of each of 8-neighbor points Pi;

 2)if   to ensure that the monotonous of 
distance function; 

 3)if   

III. Initial inpainting (on single pixel)
Based on discussions of 8-neighborhood fast sweeping method 
in front, we discuss 
the problem of inpainting one pixel below. In this paper, we 
adopt Telea¡s [5] weighted average mathematical model. Take a 
small neighborhood B ( p) ε of size Bof the known image around 
p, for ε small enough, we consider a first order approximation I ( p) 
q of the image in point p, given the image I (q) and gradient ∇I(q) 
values of point q:

 
 Next, we inpatient point p as a function of all points q in B ( p) ε 
by summing the estimates of all points q, weighted by a normalized 
weighting function ( p, q) .

The weighting function(  p,q) , is designed such that the inpainting 
of p propagates the gray value as
well as the sharp details of the image over B ( p) ε .

The directional component dir (p, q) ensures that the contribution 
of the pixels close to the normal direction N( p) = ∇T . The 
geometric distance component dst (p, q) decreases the contribution 
of the pixels geometrically farther from p. The level set distance 
component lev (p, q) ensures that pixels close to the contour 
through p contribute more than farther pixels. Both dst (p, q) and 
lev (p, q) are relative with respect to the reference distances d0 
and T0. In practice, we set d0 and T0 to the inter-pixel distance, 
to 1. Overall, the above factors 
model the manual inpainting heuristics that describe how to paint 
a point by strokes bringing color from a small region around it.

IV. Region-filling algorithm
We now proceed with the details of our algorithm. First, a user 
selects a target region, Ω, to be removed and filled. The source 
region, Φ, may be defined as the entire image minus the target 
region (Φ = I−Ω), as a dilated band around the target region, 
or it may be manually specified by the user. Next, as with all 
exemplar-based texture synthesis [10], the size of the template 
window Ψ must be specified. We provide a default window size 
of 9×9 pixels, but in practice require the user to set it to be slightly 
larger than the largest  

  
    Fig.3: Notation diagram

Fig.3: Notation diagram. Distinguishable texture element, or 
“texel”, in the source region. Once these parameters are determined, 
the remainder of the region-filling process is completely 
automatic. In our algorithm, each pixel maintains a color value 
(or “empty”, if the pixel is unfilled) and a confidence value, which 
reflects our confidence in the pixel value, and which is frozen 
once a pixel has been filled. During the course of the algorithm, 
patches along the fill front are also given a temporary priority 
value, which determines the order in which they are filled. Then, 
our algorithm iterates the following three steps until all pixels 
have been filled:

V. Results
First the original image and damaged images 
are given; use Bertalmio method and our method respectively. 

  
           (a)                      (b)
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                           (c)                       (d)

Fig. 4 : (a) Original image (b) Damaged image  (c) Inpainting effect 
of Bertalmio method (d) Inpainting effect of our methoda

Analysis plot

The analysis plot gives information about computation time taken 
by bertalmio method and our NFS method
The experiment of color image is below:

    
              (a)                                  (b)

    
             (c)                                   (d)

Fig.5: Inpainting detail (a) Original image (b) Damaged image 
(c) Inpainting effect of Bertalmio method (d) Inpainting effect of 
our method   Inpainting effect of color image.

Analysis plot
The analysis plot gives information about computation time taken 
by bertalmio method and our NFS method

It can be seen from the experiment that Bertalmio¡s method 
which use partial differential equations to impainting images 
has achieved good results, but users must specify the region 
to repair. It divided color image into red (R), Green (G), blue 

(B) 3 independent channel first, and then on each channel, 
diffused information outside the isoline of boundary of the 
need to be inpainted area to pixels in the region. Compared with 
the original images and inpainted images it can be found that, 
Bertalmio¡s method and our algorithm both can wipe off redundant 
curves on damaged images, achieved good results. Comparison of 
fig.4(c) and fig. 4(d), fig.5(c) and fig.5(d) can be found that due to 
Bertalmio consider the anisotropic diffusion, ensure the boundary 
links, access to the better effects. This is reflected in the inpainting 
region edges of fig.4 (c), and fig.5(c) are clear than that of fig.4 
(d), and fig.5(d) 

VI. Conclusion
Image inpainting is an important element in image restoration 
study. It makes use of the information not lost of the image to fill 
the lost or damaged part according to certain rules, so that after 
the inpainting, the images are close to the original visual effects. a 
novel algorithm for removing objects from digital photographs and 
replacing them with visually plausible backgrounds is implemented. 
Experimental result shows that there is substantive increase in 
the rate of image inpainting while remaining good effect. The 
following study, our objective is how to eliminate the impact of 
localize, for enhancing the effect of inpainting well.
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